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Background and purpose — Hip dislocation is one of the most common complications following total hip arthroplasty (THA). Several factors that affect dislocation have been identified, including acetabular cup positioning. Optimal values for cup inclination and anteversion are debatable. We performed a systematic review to describe the different methods for measuring cup placement, target zones for cup positioning, and the association between cup positioning and dislocation following primary THA.

Methods — A systematic search of literature in the PubMed database was performed (January and February 2016) to identify articles that compared acetabular cup positioning and the risk of dislocation. Surgical approach and methods for measurement of cup angles were also considered.

Results — 28 articles were determined to be relevant to our research question. Some articles demonstrated that cup positioning influenced postoperative dislocation whereas others did not. The majority of articles could not identify a statistically significant difference between dislocating and non-dislocating THA with regard to mean angles of cup anteversion and inclination. Most of the articles that assessed cup placement within the Lewinnek safe zone did not show a statistically significant reduction in dislocation rate. Alternative target ranges have been proposed by several authors.

Interpretation — The Lewinnek safe zone could not be justified. It is difficult to draw broad conclusions regarding a definitive target zone for cup positioning in THA, due to variability between studies and the likely multifactorial nature of THA dislocation. Future studies comparing cup positioning and dislocation rate should investigate surgical approach separately. Standardized tools for measurement of cup positioning should be implemented to allow comparison between studies.

Hip dislocation is one of the most common complications following THA. A study investigating dislocation within 1 year of primary THA found an overall rate of 1.7% (Khatod et al. 2006) while other studies have found dislocation rates of approximately 3% (Woo and Morrey 1982, Mahomed et al. 2003). Registry-based studies have reported that dislocation is among the leading causes of revision after primary THA (Hailer et al. 2012, Kostensalo et al. 2013, Garellick et al. 2014). Several patient- and surgery-related risk factors for dislocation have been identified, including age (Meek et al. 2006), BMI, ASA score (Jolles et al. 2002), alcohol intake (Paterno et al. 1997), cerebral dysfunction during hospital stay (Woolson and Rahimtoola 1999), rheumatoid arthritis (Khatod et al. 2006), femoral neck length and femoral component fixation (Woolson and Rahimtoola 1999, Nishii et al. 2004), smaller femoral head size (Jolles et al. 2002), soft-tissue factors such as muscular imbalance (Herrlin et al. 1986) and soft-tissue traction (Higa et al. 2011), surgical approach (Woo and Morrey 1982, Masonis and Bourne 2002), and acetabular cup positioning (Lewinnek et al. 1978).

The placement of the cup has historically been guided by the “safe zone”, as detailed by Lewinnek et al. (1978). Possible consequences of inappropriate cup positioning include impingement (Higa et al. 2011), wear and edge loading (Callanan et al. 2011), liner fracture leading to osteolysis and aseptic loosening, and reduced range of movement and limb-length discrepancy—subsequently leading to increased revision rates (Kennedy et al. 1998, Nishii et al. 2004, Eilander et al. 2013). On the whole, there is no consensus regarding the optimal placement of the acetabular component in primary THA. We performed a systematic review of available literature (1) to identify different methods for measurement of acetabular...
lar component placement, (2) to identify various target zones proposed by investigators, and (3) to investigate whether it is acknowledged in the literature that acetabular malpositioning may be a significant risk factor for dislocation following primary THA.

Methods

In January and February 2016, we conducted a systematic search for literature in the PubMed database that compared angles for cup positioning and dislocation rates in THA. MeSH headings identified for this search included “arthroplasty, replacement, hip”, “dislocations”, and “outcome and process assessment (health care)”.

The search strategy is detailed in Table 1. The results of this search were processed using a 3-step review process of article identification, selection, and inclusion. The investigator was not blind regarding the source of the articles or the authors. Titles of articles listed were screened for relevance to the research question. Abstracts of the articles identified were reviewed and selected for full-text review if there was any mention or indication of a comparison between cup positioning and dislocation rate. Abstracts with no full text unavailable were excluded. Full texts were marked either for inclusion or for exclusion based on predetermined eligibility criteria (as shown in Table 2). Studies that focused on dislocations in hip dysplasia cohorts were excluded as it has been perceived that other factors such as Crowe typing, osteotomy, hip loading, and placement outside the true acetabular region may influence appropriate cup positioning in this group (Pagnano et al. 1996, Bicanic et al. 2009).

Included articles were required to compare the dislocation rate in a patient population and cup abduction and/or inclination angles. Alternatively, a comparison between dislocating/non-dislocating THA and cup abduction and/or inclination was required. Articles lacking this level of quantitative assessment were otherwise included for qualitative purposes. Surgical approach, femoral head size, and the method for measurement of cup positioning were also noted. References within included articles were also included if they were pertinent to our research question. Titles marked for exclusion were reviewed for relevance by a second author before a final decision regarding inclusion or exclusion.

The articles that were included were assessed for quality (Table 3). Criteria assessed were derived from the PRISMA preferred reporting items checklist (Moher et al. 2009) and the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tools (CASP UK 2013), concentrating especially on internal validity, methodological quality, and the presentation of results.

Angles for anteversion and inclination presented in the included articles were categorized as follows: (1) angle (mean (SD) (range)) vs. dislocation rate; (2) Lewinnek safe zone: dislocating vs. non-dislocating hips; (3) target range vs. dislocation rate.

We also documented all other statistical tests that had been performed.

Results

The initial search strategy gave 549 articles. 88 abstracts were reviewed and 27 were selected for further analysis. The full text of 1 article (McCollum and Gray 1990) could not be retrieved and it was excluded, leaving 26 articles. A review
of references in these articles revealed that an additional 2 articles were relevant to our research question, and they were included following a review of title, abstract, and full text. In summary, 28 journal articles were included in this systematic review (Figure 1).

Publication dates ranged from 1978 to 2016. 15 of the 28 articles were published in the period 2006–2016. All but 2 articles had both the age and sex distribution of the patient sample. Preoperative diagnoses were detailed sufficiently in 20 of the 28 articles. The surgical approach was stated in 27 articles, with the majority of THAs being performed via the posterolateral approach (15/28) or the posterior approach (6/28). The follow-up period was described in 19 of the 28 articles. The surgical approach was stated in 27 articles, with the majority of THAs being performed via the posterolateral approach (15/28) or the posterior approach (6/28). The follow-up period was described in 19 of the 28 articles; this ranged from no follow-up to at least 5 years. The total number of THAs investigated in each study ranged from 75 (Kennedy et al. 1998) to 9,784 (Abdel et al. 2016). The dislocation rate was not stated in 1 article (Pierchon et al. 1994). Of the remaining 27 articles, dislocation rates ranged from 0.48% (Dudda et al. 2010) to 7.21% (Pollard et al. 1995). This information is summarized in Tables 4 and 5 (see Supplementary data).

Measurement of cup positioning

Angles of anteversion and inclination can be assessed anatomically, radiographically, and intraoperatively as described by Murray (1993). Radiographic anteversion and inclination can be measured on standard anteroposterior (AP) radiographs (Tannast et al. 2005). Cup inclination is formed by the transverse axis (ischial tuberosity line) and the plane of the acetabular opening, as shown in Figure 2. The calculation of cup anteversion is explained in Figure 3 (McLaren 1973, Murray 1993). These calculations were performed either manually or by using computer software such as the Martell Hip Analysis Suite (HAS) (Danoff et al. 2016), Ein Bild Roentgen Analyse (EBRA) (Biedermann et al. 2005, Esposito et al. 2015, Grammatopoulos et al. 2015, McLawhorn et al. 2015), Sectra PACS IDS7 (Opperer et al. 2016), or OrthoView (Timperley et al. 2016).

Lateral radiographs are required to accurately distinguish between cup retroversion and anteversion, as this cannot be determined reliably on an AP radiograph (Woo and Morrey 1982). A shoot-through lateral radiograph may be used to calculate cup anteversion by identification of the angle between the transverse axis and the acetabular opening, as shown in Figure 4. This method has a tendency to overestimate anteversion compared to the AP radiographic calculation (Sculco et al. 2016). 1 study used this method (Jolles et al. 2002). While the standardized AP radiograph is the most common and most logistically accessible method for identifying cup positioning, it does not account for spine deformity or pelvic positioning, and is therefore associated with some inaccuracy compared to anatomical anteversion (Lembeck et al. 2005, Dandachli et al. 2013, Buckland et al. 2015).
Anteversion and inclination angles

The distribution of cup anteversion and inclination angles was calculated in 19 of the 28 articles and compared between dislocating and non-dislocating hips. Paterno et al. (1997) looked only at inclination. 3 of those 19 studies found a statistically significant difference between mean inclination values when comparing dislocating hips and non-dislocating hips. Biedermann et al. (2005) (anterolateral approach) found that hips that dislocated anteriorly were more abducted, and those that dislocated posteriorly were less abducted than non-dislocating hips. Kim et al. (2009) (posterolateral approach) identified hips with posterior dislocation to have higher inclination angles compared to non-dislocating hips. Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrelo (2016) (posterolateral) found that dislocating hips in general had greater angles of inclination than non-dislocating hips.

6 of 8 studies found that mean anteversion angles differed statistically significantly between dislocating hips and non-dislocating hips. 4 of these studies used the posterolateral approach (Lewinnek et al. 1978, Nishii et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2009, Fujishiro et al. 2016), 1 the posterior approach (Masaoka et al. 2006), and 1 the anterolateral approach (Biedermann et al. 2005). 4 studies analyzed anterior and posterior dislocations separately; 3 found that anterior dislocations were associated with increased anteversion (Lewinnek et al. 1978, Biedermann et al. 2005, Fujishiro et al. 2016), and 2 found that posterior dislocations were less anteverted compared to non-dislocators (Masaoka et al. 2006, Fujishiro et al. 2016). Nishii et al. (2004) found that anteversion was less in dislocating hips that dislocated posteriorly than in non-dislocating hips. 1 study did not state whether dislocations were anterior or posterior, but the dislocations were found to be less anteverted in this case (Kim et al. 2009).

A significant degree of variability between articles was found when comparing mean angles of anteversion and inclination. As shown in Table 6 (see Supplementary data), most of the articles did not find statistically significant differences in mean inclination values (16/19) and mean anteversion values (12/18) between dislocating and non-dislocating THAs.

Target zone for cup placement

Lewinnek et al. (1978) proposed a safe zone of 30–50 degrees of inclination and 5–25 degrees of anteversion as a means of minimizing postoperative dislocation. Given the association between excessive inclination and an increased rate of wear and edge loading, Callanan et al. (2011) recommended that an inclination range of 30–45 degrees was more ideal.

16 studies identified a range of angles of anteversion and inclination to guide safe placement of the acetabular component; these new target zones differed from the range of values first proposed by Lewinnek et al. (1978), and are summarized in Table 7 (see Supplementary data). Biedermann et al. (2005) (transgluteal approach) found a statistically significant reduction in dislocation risk for 35–55 degrees of inclination and 5–25 degrees of anteversion. Rittmeister and Callitis (2006) (76% anterolateral THA) found no difference for this target range. For the posterolateral approach, Fujishiro et al. (2016) assessed 10–30 degrees of anteversion and found a statistically significant reduction in dislocation risk.

were as follows: posterolateral (Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrello 2016), posterior (Danoff et al. 2016), 74% anterolateral (Grammatopoulos et al. 2015), and anterolateral (Biedermann et al. 2005). While the target range identified by Grammatopoulos et al. (2015) was broader (± 15 degrees) than the other ranges detailed above, it nevertheless identified that extreme outliers of cup positioning from the target zone have a higher risk of dislocation.

11 studies compared the combined values of anteversion/ inclination to their placement inside or outside the safe zone as described by Lewinnek et al. (1978). These findings are summarized in Table 8. Only 2 of these studies (Biedermann et al. 2005, Danoff et al. 2016) found a statistically significant reduction in postoperative dislocation by placing cups in the Lewinnek safe zone. This was compared to the 4 articles that determined that there was no significant difference between dislocating and non-dislocating hips (Leichtle et al. 2013, Grammatopoulos et al. 2015, McLawhorn et al. 2015, Opperer et al. 2016). The other articles listed in Table 8 did not verify the differences between dislocators and non-dislocators in the Lewinnek safe zone with statistical analysis. 4 studies found that there were more dislocating hips outside the Lewinnek safe zone than inside (Lewinnek et al. 1978, Masaoka et al. 2006, Grammatopoulos et al. 2015, Danoff et al. 2016). This can be compared to 7 studies that identified more dislocating THAs in the Lewinnek safe zone than there were outside it (Biedermann et al. 2005, Minoda et al. 2006, Leichtle et al. 2013, Esposito et al. 2015, McLawhorn et al. 2015, Opperer et al. 2016, Abdel et al. 2016). 1 study (McLawhorn et al. 2015) identified that a greater proportion of dislocating hips were in the safe zone (83%) compared to the non-dislocating group (53%).

Moskal and Capps (2011) compared navigated and non-navigated placement of the acetabular component with regard to positioning and dislocation rate. 81% of cups placed with the navigated method landed in the Lewinnek safe zone, as compared to 63% in the non-navigated group (p < 0.001). The navigated group also had less dislocations (8/779) than the non-navigated group (17/684) (p = 0.03). Mean angles of anteversion and inclination were similar between the 2 groups (Moskal and Capps 2011).

### Table 8. Lewinnek safe zone analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>THA in safe zone (%)</th>
<th>Non-dislocating</th>
<th>Dislocating</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lewinnek et al. (1978)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biedermann et al. (2005)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masaoka et al. (2006)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minoda et al. (2006)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leichtle et al. (2013)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esposito et al. (2015)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatopoulos et al. (2015)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLawhorn et al. (2015)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danoff et al. (2015)</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>47.60</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opperer et al. (2015)</td>
<td>94.60</td>
<td>91.90</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdel et al. (2016)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THA: total hip arthroplasty; NA: not assessed.

Discussion

In this systematic review we analyzed 28 articles to identify methods for measurement of cup positioning, to determine the significance of cup malpositioning influencing dislocation rates following primary THA, and to identify proposed target zones for cup anteversion and inclination to reduce the risk of dislocation.

Issues with article appraisal and comparison were mostly limited to study design and methodology. 1 study simply identified cup version as either retro-, normo-, or antverted, precluding statistical comparison with the other articles (Paterno et al. 1997). 10 studies that analyzed cup positioning radiographically (excluding CT measurements) did not acknowledge the use of lateral pelvic radiographs to distinguish anteversion from retroversion. Anteversion was stated to be assumed in 1 article (Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrello 2016). Other articles stated that anteversion calculations were not performed on hips without a lateral radiograph being available (Woolson and Rahimtoola 1999, Jolles et al. 2002, Grammatopoulos et al. 2015). Future studies should follow STROBE guidelines (Von Elm et al. 2007).

5 studies included hip dysplasia cases in the sample analyzed for cup positioning vs. dislocation. This may have affected the appropriateness of angle ranges identified in the setting of non-dysplastic hip arthroplasty (Woolson and Rahimtoola 1999, Minoda et al. 2006, Rittmeister and Callitsis 2006, Jorgensen et al. 2014, Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrello 2016), as hip dysplasia has recently been shown to affect cup positioning (Gromov et al. 2016). Of these studies, only 1 (Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrello 2016) had greater than 5% dysplastic hip THA. A similar issue was encountered in 3 studies that did not differentiate between primary and revision arthroplasty cases in their analysis (Lewinnek et al. 1978, Pierchon et al. 1994, Timperley et al. 2016). Note that in the Lewinnek et al. (1978) study, 6 out of 9 dislocations were revision cases. While Timperley et al. (2016) identified the proportion of total cases that were primary THA, this was not specified for the dislocation or comparison groups. As primary THAs could not be differentiated from the sample provided, dislocation rate and cup positioning angles for Timperley et al. (2016) are listed in this study as a combination of primary and revision THAs. 1 study was not compared to the other articles, as the data presented indirectly compared cup positioning and dislocation rate (Moskal and Capps 2011). While that study introduced a possible confounder (navigated vs. non-navigated placement), we still found the findings to be relevant to our research question and we included them for qualitative purposes.
The issue of sufficient statistical power was also identified as a possible limitation in comparing and validating article findings. Study group size varied considerably between articles; authors with studies that have limited statistical power may have difficulty in reproducing their results with larger sample sizes. The paper by Pierchon et al. (1994) did not state the size of the patient sample from which the study groups were chosen, and so could not be assessed in this regard.

Regarding the measurement of anteversion/inclination angles, plain radiographs provide different definitions of anteversion and inclination from the anatomical definitions provided by CT. Some studies used computer processing to calculate angles of anteversion and inclination. The method for manual calculation of angles varied between articles; this was considered a possible confounder when comparing cup positioning angles and target zones between studies. For this reason, we recommend the use of standardized methodology for measurement of angles of anteversion and inclination. The use of CT is advantageous as measurements are not affected by pelvic positioning, angles can be identified more accurately (particularly anteversion) (Kalteis et al. 2006b, Ghelman et al. 2009), and additional measurements such as femoral version can be calculated. However, computational analysis of plain AP and lateral radiographs appears to be the simplest and most cost-effective method currently available. Further, acetabular cup positioning evaluated on standardized standing AP radiographs represents functional cup positioning in the standing position and should be recommended. This is in contrast to anatomical position measured using CT and possibly altered positioning measured on supine AP and shoot-through images (Au et al. 2014, Tiberi et al. 2015).

The target zone that reduces the risk of dislocation may not necessarily reflect the best positioning for reducing other complications such as wear, impingement, and revision rates (Callanan et al. 2011). Other factors such as component sizing and pelvic tilt have been shown to influence appropriate positioning and risk of dislocation (Elander et al. 2013, Kostensalo et al. 2013, Shon et al. 2014). Femoral version (Fujishiro et al. 2016) and combined acetabular-femoral version (Jolles et al. 2002) have also been investigated as a potential contributor to hip stability. However, these factors were beyond the scope of this review, and were therefore not investigated. Surgical approach may influence the risk of anterior and posterior dislocation; depending on the surgical approach, an alternative target zone may be recommended (Callanan et al. 2011). For example, a posterior approach would lead to soft tissue and muscular weakness at the surgical site, predisposing to posterior dislocation. Increasing anteversion in this case would theoretically reduce the chance of posterior dislocation based on the mechanics of the hip joint (Mihalko and Whiteside 2004, Biedermann et al. 2005). Several studies in this review reported lower anteversion angles in dislocating THAs performed with the posterolateral approach (Nishii et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2009, Fujishiro et al. 2016). This might suggest the need for target zones that are specific to surgical approach in THA.

Narrow target ranges or aiming for mean angles of anteversion and inclination were generally not supported statistically for reducing dislocation rate; instead, dislocations tend to increase in number at deviations further from the mean (outliers from a target range). The Lewinnek safe zone could not be justified—based on the assessments performed by 11 articles (Table 8). 4 of these articles found no statistically significant reduction in hip dislocation for cups placed in this zone, as compared to 2 articles that did find a statistically significant difference (Lewinnek et al. 1978).

5 studies were able to identify target zones for anteversion and inclination that reduced the risk of dislocation (Lewinnek et al. 1978, Biedermann et al. 2005, Grammatopoulos et al. 2015, Danoff et al. 2016, Garcia-Rey and Garcia-Cimbrelo 2016). In comparison, 4 articles identified target zones with no difference in dislocation rate. 2 of these studies identified a relatively narrow range of 10–15 degrees for cup anteversion (Dudda et al. 2010, Jørgensen et al. 2014). The other 2, while testing a broader target range, may have been limited by small sample sizes (Rittmeister and Callitsis 2006, McLawhorn et al. 2015). Given the variability in the articles, we could not identify a target zone that was in agreement across all the articles assessed. It is also important to note that a large proportion of acetabular components investigated were found to lie outside the proposed target zones. In some cases, this suggests that these target zones should be redefined—or that proposed target zones are unrealistic targets and should be expanded. Alternatively, narrow target ranges could be reproduced clinically through the advent of technologies aimed at assisting accurate cup placement. The use of CT-based or imageless navigation techniques has been associated with reduced variability in cup placement and improved placement in a predefined target zone as compared to freehand methods (Kalteis et al. 2006a, Parratte and Argenson 2007, Beckmann et al. 2009). These techniques can use patient-anatomical landmarks such as the anterior superior iliac spines and pubic tubercle to better evaluate appropriate cup positioning in the individual patient (McLawhorn et al. 2015).

In summary, our systematic review of relevant articles found that some articles showed that cup positioning had an influence on postoperative dislocation, whereas others were unable to identify such a correlation. When mean angles of anteversion and inclination were compared between dislocating and non-dislocating THAs, most of the articles did not find a statistically significant difference between these groups. Due to the variety of study designs, surgical approaches, and patient populations identified, it is difficult to draw broad conclusions regarding a definitive target zone for cup positioning in THA. The target zone for cup placement is probably influenced by several other factors, so the ideal target zone for each patient may vary depending on these factors. Placing the cup in a target zone may not eliminate the risk of dislocation, but it
could possibly minimize this risk. We recommend that future studies investigating acetabular cup positioning and risk of dislocation should assess different surgical approaches separately, as surgical approach may have an influence on the optimal positioning of the acetabular component.
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